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Welcome from

PAC ARTS
But this year’s SDAFF Spring Showcase 
aims beyond just the thrills of the moving 
image we’ve so long celebrated from 
filmmakers in Asia and Asian America. In 
fact, this year’s showcase is committed 
to no less than transforming the face of 
Asian cinema altogether. For one, we’re 
especially highlighting work from South 
and Southeast Asia, presenting the latest 
by Indonesian auteurs Edwin and Garin 
Nugroho, as well as two of the most-
anticipated Indian films of the moment. 
We’re also putting a queer face forward, 
opening the showcase with Hong Kong 
cinema’s original out director and closing 
with Bollywood’s first film centering on a 
lesbian romance.
 

And while we champion the films of 
today, we acknowledge that without film 
preservation, these unique and essential 
voices will succumb to the deterioration 
of the medium. Thus, we’ve assembled 
“From the Claws of Darkness,” a special 
presentation of classic films from the 
Philippines, shown in new restorations by 
the valiant work of film archives. 

We’re not just celebrating the diversity of 
cinema’s Asian face, but also the fact that 
we should never take it for granted. And 
that is worth dancing about.
 - Brian Hu, Artistic Director

Periodical Statement
San Diego Asian Film Festival 
Spring Showcase 
April 11-18, 2019, Issue No. 4.
Published annually

Address:
Pacific Arts Movement
2508 Historic Decatur Road #140, 
San Diego, CA 92106

THERE WILL BE ROMANCE, INTRIGUE, FOOD, 
AND OH SO MUCH DANCE!



7:00 PM FIRST NIGHT NERVES (Hong Kong)
9:00 PM WARRIOR (USA)

5:45 PM ARUNA & HER PALATE (Indonesia)
7:55 PM WAITING FOR SUNSET (Philippines)

12:50 PM PHOTOGRAPH (India)
3:10 PM GO BACK TO CHINA (USA)
5:40 PM MEMORIES OF MY BODY (Indonesia)
7:55 PM SWING KIDS (South Korea)

12:30 PM MANILA IN THE CLAWS OF LIGHT
 (Philippines)
3:15 PM  HIMALA (Philippines)
5:45 PM  BATCH ‘81 (Philippines)
7:55 PM  MORAL (Philippines)

VENUE
All screenings take place at 
UltraStar Mission Valley
7510 Hazard Center Dr. #100
San Diego, CA.

MEMORIES OF MY BODY

FILM
SCHEDULE

5:40 PM ARUNA & HER PALATE (Indonesia)
7:55 PM REZA (Iran)
9:45 PM MYSTERY KUNG FU THEATER

6:00 PM THE CROSSING (China)
8:10 PM SWING KIDS (South Korea)

5:30 PM THE CROSSING (China)
7:50 PM SONG LANG (Vietnam)

7:00 PM EK LADKI KO DEKHA TOH AISA LAGA
 (India)

TUES, APRIL 16

WED, APRIL 17

THUR, APRIL 11

FRI, APRIL 12

SAT, APRIL 13

SUN, APRIL 14

MON, APRIL 15  

THUR, APRIL 18



SWING KIDS

TICKET
INFORMATION

FILM SCREENINGS
GENERAL ............................................... $12
MEMBER ............................................... $9

STUDENT / SENIOR / MILITARY 
(at door with valid ID) ............................ $10

GROUPS OF 10+ ........................... $9/TICKET 

GENERAL INFO
• Tickets are on sale online at sdaff.org
• Tickets are also available at the UltraStar 

Mission Valley box office starting April 5.
• All ticket sales are final.

VENUE
All screenings take place at the UltraStar 
Mission Valley at 7510 Hazard Center Dr. #100, 
San Diego, CA

ALL-ACCESS PASS
GENERAL ..............................................$110
MEMBER ..............................................$75
The best way to experience the SDAFF Spring 
Showcase is with an All-Access Pass, which 
grants front-of-line access to all films and 
events! Contact membership@pacarts.org 
for more information.

FREE SCREENINGS
The screening of MANILA IN THE CLAWS OF 
LIGHT (pg. 9) is free for Pac Arts members. 
Show your membership card at the UltraStar 
box office to get your free ticket.

VOUCHERS 
Redeem vouchers in-person at the Pac 
Arts box office at any Spring Showcase 
screening. Vouchers are not valid for 
Opening or Closing Night. See back of 
voucher for details.
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It’s the week before opening night of Two Sisters, the anticipated new play starring Yuan 
Xiuling (Sammi Cheng), returning to acting after a five-year retirement, and He Yuwen (Gigi 
Leung), the starlet who supplanted her as the queen of Hong Kong entertainment. All eyes 
are on how the rivals will co-exist, and those seeking diva mind-games rejoice as the two 
joust through improvised dialogue and eye daggers during rehearsals. Meanwhile, their 
backstage team—from the all-controlling director to the bustling young assistants—dance 
around the actors’ every move, parrying distractions and unnecessary drama, all to ensure a 
hitch-free opening.

On paper, Stanley Kwan’s Almodóvar-ean theatrics should make for campy backstage thrills, 
but the Hong Kong legend aims for a more meditative portrait of show business. Looming 
behind the neon gothic flourishes and the glamorous fashions is a Hong Kong coming to 
terms with changing identities, where both Xiuling and Yuwen realize that for all their tabloid 
acrimony, they are the last of a distinguished generation slowly being displaced by a new 
crop of mainland ingenues. Yet the show goes on, not because it must, but because, in the 
face of the quiet fade out, the stage is life itself. 

FIRST NIGHT NERVES
Director: Stanley Kwan
Hong Kong | 100 min | 2018

THURS, APRIL 11, 7:00PM

OPENING NIGHT 
PRESENTATION



CLOSING NIGHT 
PRESENTATION
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In a dark theater, Sweety collides with Sahil in the kind of classic meet-cute that sparks 
thousands of Bollywood romances. But Sweety has a secret, one she doesn’t have time to 
tell Sahil while he’s in the throes of infatuation, and one she can’t tell her conservative Hindu 
family that expects her to fall in love with a nice Hindu boy. That secret, suggested in the film’s 
electric opening musical number, is that Sweety has a thing for girls.

A comedy of misrecognition that turns into a gorgeous drama testing family bonds, EK 
LADKI KO DEKHA TOH AISA LAGA is the first high-profile Bollywood film to center a lesbian 
character—no small task for an industry so invested in bloodlines, tradition, and marriage. 
Well aware of that baggage, director Shelly Chopra Dhar reinvents the format by pulling 
two ingenious moves: one by casting real-life father-daughter duo Anil and Sonam Kapoor 
to lift the stakes and believability, and second by dedicating the second half of the film to 
the putting on of an Om Shanti Om-esque musical about a lesbian romance, reflexively 
acknowledging the difficulties not just of living honestly, but also of telling such a story in the 
mainstream. All the while, Dhar pays tribute to the format itself—the costumes, the music, 
the pageantry—confident that an industry known for romance has more room for love than it 
knows.

EK LADKI KO DEKHA TOH AISA LAGA
Director: Shelly Chopra Dhar
India | 120 min | 2019
 

THURS, APRIL 18, 7:00PM
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FROM THE CLAWS OF DARKNESS:
RESTORING PHILIPPINE CINEMA 

SPECIAL PRESENTATION

THE MID-1970S TO THE MID-80S, 
not coincidentally the years of brutal 
martial law under Ferdinand Marcos, 
saw rumblings of cinematic resistance. 
Directors like Lino Brocka and Mike 
De Leon fashioned out of the period’s 
melodramas and bomba sex films the 
cultural materials for pointed allegories 
of crooked nationhood, fascist longings, 
and the perils of freedom-seeking. The 
result is sometimes called the “second 
golden age” of Philippine cinema, one of 
post-war cinema’s most incendiary film 
movements. But aside from faded transfers 
on DVD or television, these films have been 
rarely seen—even less so outside of the 
Philippines.

Film preservation has historically been 
a makeshift effort in the Philippines. It 
was the efforts of media conglomerate 
ABS-CBN that moved the needle in a 
mass way, becoming one of Asia’s most 
committed corporate restoration projects 
as it embarked on scanning and digitally 
restoring not only its own catalogue, but 
also licensed titles from other studios. In 
2012, the project made its first international 
splash with the high definition restoration 
of Ishmael Bernal’s beloved HIMALA 
(1982), which premiered at the Venice Film 
Festival on its 30th anniversary. A new 
generation could see the film for the first 

time; an older generation could revisit the 
scorching passions, the emphatic faces 
in the crowd, and Nora Aunor’s brilliant 
performance anew.

And upon glimpsing these new 
restorations, a fire is rekindled. These are 
films that, faced Marcos’ strict censorship 
and yet demanded to be made and seen, 
through ingenuity of allegory or whatever 
miracle of distribution. Brocka’s MANILA 
IN THE CLAWS OF LIGHT is a city that 
craves illumination as it journeys through 
the noir-like underbelly of multinational 
development. Marilou Diaz-Abaya’s 
underseen MORAL proves how ahead-
of-her-time the late auteur was, weaving 
together the polymorphous desires of 
four women in the late martial law years. 
De Leon’s BATCH ’81 rings a fiery alarm 
about masculinity and fascism through 
its sensational images and electrifying, 
Clockwork Orange-esque score. And 
then there is the superstar Nora Aunor in 
HIMALA, who bridges the commonplace 
and the divine on-screen and off, who 
doesn’t need film restoration to be 
immortal, but whose presence has the 
most to be gained from it, peeled from 
decaying celluloid and resurrected as 
eternal.
 - Brian Hu, Artistic Director



The 1981 pledge class of Alpha Kappa Omega undergoes the 
same hazing as countless batches before them: petty insults, 
public humiliation, and physical torture. There’s the promise of 
light at the end of the testosterone-jacked tunnel if they can only 
set their individuality and consciences aside. But as the 1981 
class starts to recognize the sickness of a culture that demands 
unquestioned loyalty, they assess their options – and the depths 
of their need for brotherhood.

SPECIAL PRESENTATION:

BATCH ‘81
Director: Mike De Leon
Philippines | 108 min | 1982

SUN, APRIL 14, 5:45PM 

SPECIAL PRESENTATION:

HIMALA
Director: Ishmael Bernal
Philippines | 124 min | 1982

SUN, APRIL 14, 3:15PM 

On the night of an eclipse, Elsa claims to have been visited 
by the Virgin Mary who vows to heal the sick and the cursed. 
When the prophecy starts coming true, Elsa becomes a 
national celebrity. She’s trailed by disciples, but also jealous 
naysayers, profiteers, and overseas journalists with no stake 
in religious truth. Starring the incomparable Nora Aunor, 
HIMALA is a classic of classics that feels both pointedly of-
its-moment and utterly timeless.
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After moving to Manila for work, Julio’s girlfriend Ligaya 
has seemingly disappeared. And so he leaves their island 
village for the big city in search of her. By day, he works at 
a construction site. By night, he stalks a dark Chinatown 
block, the shadowy corner where her trail seems to 
have evaporated. As Julio acclimates to the corruption of 
working in Manila, he starts to suspect that Ligaya’s silence 
might be a sign of something sinister.

This screening is free for Pac Arts members.

Four college friends laugh and smoke like no men are 
watching, shrugging off the moral strictures that traditionally 
shape women’s sexual and professional aspirations. 
Following them across several years, Diaz-Abaya portrays 
the passing of history as snapshots between friends. The 
result is a generous, empathetic drama that treasures each 
conversation between mothers, daughters, and wives, and 
treats each reunion of the four friends as precious and 
seemingly impervious to the restless passing of the years. 

SPECIAL PRESENTATION:

MANILA IN THE 
CLAWS OF LIGHT
Director: Lino Brocka 
Philippines | 125 min | 1975 

SUN, APRIL 14, 12:30PM 

SPECIAL PRESENTATION:

MORAL
Director: Marilou Diaz-Abaya 
Philippines | 140 min | 1982

SUN, APRIL 14, 7:55PM 
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Epidemiologist Aruna may be sent on a nation-wide 
work trip to investigate an avian flu outbreak, but really 
her pathologies of choice are lovesickness and being an 
incurable foodie. Conveniently, her two best friends—a 
talented chef and his girlfriend—have similar afflictions 
too, and the three of them hit the road to check off all the 
culinary delights Indonesia has to offer. Will food and love 
get in the way of work? Or is it vice versa?

Like countless other Chinese nationals, Peipei crosses the 
border from Shenzhen to Hong Kong every day, in her case 
to attend high school. One night, Peipei is introduced to 
the world of cross-border smuggling, a high-energy scene 
that needs somebody exactly like her: an innocent with a 
school uniform who can move product from Hong Kong to 
Shenzhen, where an iPhone is worth a lot more to China’s 
growing upper class.

ARUNA & HER PALATE
Director: Edwin
Indonesia | 106 min | 2018

FRI, APRIL 12, 5:45PM
MON, APRIL 15, 5:40PM

THE CROSSING
Director: Bai Xue
China | 99 min | 2018

TUE, APRIL 16, 6:00PM
WED, APRIL 17, 5:30PM
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Trust fund princess Sasha Li lives on daddy’s bankroll, so any 
disturbance to the filial order means goodbye credit cards, 
rent checks, and luxuriating in L.A. as an aspiring fashion 
designer instead of helping with the family business in 
China. So, at the end of her financial rope, Sasha acquiesces 
to dad’s incessant beckoning and moves to Shenzhen, 
where she will prove her worth at the stuffed animal factory 
that made her family’s fortune.

GO BACK TO CHINA
Director: Emily Ting
USA | 96 min | 2019

SAT, APRIL 13, 3:10PM

Flipping the conventions of the biopic, MEMORIES OF MY 
BODY begins with its real-life subject looking straight at 
the camera, his bulging eyes sensing our anticipation. He is 
Rianto, a Javanese dancer, and this is the story of his body 
as a vessel for tradition and pleasure, and – as we witness 
his upbringing from village boy to young adult – for self-
discovery as well. With Suharto’s crackdown on artists in the 
background, his body encounters violence and suspicion, 
and somehow, love.

MEMORIES OF
MY BODY
Director: Garin Nugroho
Indonesia | 105 min | 2018

SAT, APRIL 13, 5:40PM
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Reza struggles to get out of bed because it’s the day of 
his divorce. In the waiting room for their marital end, Reza 
and his wife are flirtatious; the electricity has not sizzled. 
So when he’s reminded that they have three months and 
ten days to change their minds, Reza takes a probationary 
approach to divorce, testing the waters of bachelorhood 
while asking himself if, after nine years of marriage, things 
are indeed over.

REZA
Director: Alireza Motamedi
Iran | 94 min | 2018

MON, APRIL 15, 7:55PM

Soft-spoken Rafi makes a living snapping photos of posing 
tourists, including the youthful and educated Miloni. To fend 
off his grandmother, who’s constantly pressuring him to get 
married, Rafi nonchalantly mails her the photo of Miloni, his 
“fiancée.” The plan backfires, sending grandma to the city 
to meet her future granddaughter-in-law. Rafi can only think 
of one solution: track down Miloni, who as it turns out, has 
reasons of her own to go along with the ruse.

PHOTOGRAPH
Director: Ritesh Batra
India | 110 min | 2019

SAT, APRIL 13, 12:50PM 
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It’s Saigon in the 80s, and Dung is a man sinking. 
Abandoned at a young age, Dung is a debt-collector, 
violently collecting on broken promises as his soul slowly 
depletes. At a traditional folk theater, Dung’s threats lead to a 
meandering night with the troupe’s star, Linh Phung—hours 
filled with Nintendo-bonding and a slowly thawing heart. As 
stage and story layer with operatic urgency, memories flood 
Dung until his path irrevocably returns to the theater he once 
called home.

In a POW camp teeming with musical dance-offs and 
political tensions, Roh Ki-soo’s North Korean fervor can’t 
resist a ragtag team of misfits led by a tap-dancing American 
soldier. As stakes escalate, genres giddily mash up as the 
team digs in for the big show, soaring between David Bowie 
numbers and dance throwdowns between live wire K-pop 
sensation Doh Kyung-soo (D.O. of EXO) and Broadway 
dancer Jared Grimes. From the South Korean hitmaker who 
brought us Sunny (SDAFF Spring Showcase ‘12).

SWING KIDS
Director: Kang Hyoung-Chul
South Korea | 133 min | 2018

SAT, APRIL 13, 7:55PM
TUES, APRIL 16, 8:10PM

SONG LANG
Director: Leon Le
Vietnam | 100 min | 2018

WED, APRIL 17, 7:50PM
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Upon their 27th anniversary as a couple, Celso reminds 
Teresa that he has now surpassed her previous long-
term relationship of 26 years. Recognizing Celso’s 
competitiveness, or maybe it’s his insecurity, all Teresa can 
do is laugh. But when Teresa’s ex falls severely sick, she sets 
competition aside and brings him back into her life. This is a 
love story about extending love—caring for children without 
your genes and sharing lifetimes of love to celebrate life 
itself.

Based on the writings of Bruce Lee, WARRIOR is a gritty, 
action-packed crime drama set during the brutal Tong Wars 
of San Francisco’s Chinatown in the second half of the 19th 
century. Ah Sahm, a martial arts prodigy, emigrates from 
China to San Francisco under mysterious circumstances 
and becomes a hatchet man for one of Chinatown’s most 
powerful tongs. (Episodes 1 & 2)

WAITING FOR SUNSET
Director: Carlo Enciso Catu
Philippines | 90 min | 2018

FRI, APRIL 12, 7:55PM 

WARRIOR
USA | 120 min | 2019

FREE SCREENING

THUR, APRIL 11, 9:00PM 
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Student/Senior/Military (must show valid ID), Legacy, 
Corporate, and Dual-Level memberships are available. 

As a 501(c)(3), memberships are partially tax deductible.

MEMBER BENEFITS DESCRIBED ABOVE

SCREENING VOUCHERS

2019 SDAFF T-SHIRT*

2019 SDAFF ALL-FESTIVAL PASS*

2019 SDAFF AWARDS GALA TICKETS*
*AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 2019
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ALL MEMBERS RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS
• Discounted tickets and passes to advanced screenings, special events, festival 

merchandise, and film festivals
• Presale access to our ticketed events before the general public
• Subscription to the Pac Arts membership e-newsletter
• Recognition on our Pac Arts online membership roster
• Invitations to our member-only events

Student/Senior/Military (must show valid ID), Legacy, 
Corporate, and Dual-Level memberships are available. 

As a 501(c)(3), memberships are partially tax deductible.

MEMBER BENEFITS DESCRIBED ABOVE

SCREENING VOUCHERS

2019 SDAFF T-SHIRT*

2019 SDAFF ALL-FESTIVAL PASS*

2019 SDAFF AWARDS GALA TICKETS*
*AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 2019
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ALL MEMBERS RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS
• Discounted tickets and passes to advanced screenings, special events, festival 

merchandise, and film festivals
• Presale access to our ticketed events before the general public
• Subscription to the Pac Arts membership e-newsletter
• Recognition on our Pac Arts online membership roster
• Invitations to our member-only events
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Jo Atienza, Karin Chien, Abraham Ferrer, 
Kathy Garong, Richard Go, Leo Katigbak, 
Hilda Koronel, Lindy Leong, Huy Ly,
Lidia Martinez, Tim Moon, Darlene Portades, 
Jorge Silva, James Wicks

SPONSORS
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PACIFIC ARTS MOVEMENT (Pac Arts) is one of the largest media arts 
organizations in North America that focuses on Asian and Asian American cinema. 
Our mission is to present Pan Asian media arts to San Diego residents and visitors 
in order to inspire, entertain, and support a more compassionate society.

MOVING PICTURES, MOVING MINDS

OUR PROGRAMS 
Pac Arts is committed to 
sharing powerful stories 
with audiences year-round 
through the San Diego 
Asian Film Festival, SDAFF 
Spring Showcase, Spotlight 
Screenings, Outdoor 
Screenings, Chew The 
Scene and other community 
events. From our award-
winning high school 
documentary program 
Reel Voices to Youth Days 
at the festival, we are also 
dedicated to nurturing a 
new generation of creative 
leaders and storytellers.

Presented by KPBS in partnership with the GI Film Group and Film Consortium San Diego. 
Sponsored in part by The Super Dentists and Kaminskiy Design & Remodeling.

SAVE THE DATES 
SEPTEMBER 24-29, 2019

GIFilmFestivalSD.org

Bringing the stories of America’s military to life.

���

20TH ANNUAL SAN DIEGO ASIAN FILM FESTIVAL
NOV. 7-16, 2019
North America’s most comprehensive snapshot 
of contemporary Asian and Asian American 
cinema returns for its 20th edition.
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JUMP/CUTS
A NEW SUMMER SERIES FROM

MORE INFO COMING SOON: PACARTS.ORG

Celebrating our 20th anniversary, Pacific Arts 
Movement has put together a very special event 
series for communities and neighborhoods that have 
supported us over the past 20 years. JUMP/CUTS 
combines what Pac Arts does best into a film and food 
neighborhood crawl, jumping to a new neighborhood 
every month this summer.

MIRA MESA

CLAIREMONT /
KEARNY MESA

SOUTH 
BAY

CITY 

HEIGHTS

NATIONAL CITY / 

PARADISE HILLS
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9TH ANNUAL 
SAN DIEGO ASIAN FILM FESTIVAL

SPRING
SHOWCASE
APRIL 11-18, 2019
ULTRASTAR MISSION VALLEY
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PHOTOGRAPH

GO BACK TO CHINA

SWING KIDS

FIRST NIGHT NERVES

UPCOMING 2019 PAC ARTS EVENTS
 OCT 9 CHEW THE SCENE

 NOV 7-16  SAN DIEGO ASIAN FILM FESTIVAL
20TH ANNUAL


